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Tackling the Tasks



What’s in a Role?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone put one hand up.  Put your hand down if you ever coached a youth sport; if you ever played a youth sport; if you have children who have played youth sports; OR if you are aware of youth sports in your community.  So…youth sports is something that should be fairly familiar to all of us.Now, imagine yourself a resident of an active community. This particular community loves and supports their youth soccer teams – and the long serving coach.  However, this year, that coach has decided it is time to step down, and … you’re not quite sure how it has happened, but you find yourself having reluctantly agreed to step into that role.Consider everything that is going to entail.  What are some of your tasks?  Let’s brainstorm and make a list.Feeling overwhelmed? But what about your team of parents, who have all expressed a desire to help in anyway they can to make for a successful season.  What if you could give them each one thing from the list (except coaching practices maybe).  How would that change your job?  How about the role of parents?
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1 Recap of Initiatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ideas behind this shift in how volunteers work to delivery our programs are included in the Strategic Plan rolled out in 2013.  The plan included 5 Targeted Goals for the year 2017.  Do we have anyone who has seen the strategic plan?  The 4th of the 5 Targeted Goals is ‘Reimagine the Role of the Volunteer’.  And the 2nd Initiative under this goals is “Program Delivery, Analysis and Design” which is just a fancy way of saying the methods we use to implement our work.  This is important because research shows that our large all-encompassing ‘roles’ described in our current volunteer position descriptions are out-of-sync with volunteer trends. More and more individuals are resisting consuming and indefinite ‘roles’ or positions in favor of specific ‘tasks’ that have a beginning and end.The next large initiative in our time-line of tackling this goal of re-evaluating our program delivery was the Volunteer Strategic Planning Meeting in New York in Sept 2014.  This was a collaboration between staff and volunteers and one of the primary activities for the meeting was what you see on the wall there – a Mind Mapping exercise.  We broke into groups by programs and using a ga-zillion post-its, began to break the program down into smaller more specific volunteer ‘job’ assignments.  Do we have anyone in the room who took part in that workshop?From there, teams had the opportunity to participate in a Pilot Project using this new task-based approach.  It was called The Task Project. Nine teams completed pilot projects under the new model.  Later in the presentation we’ll take a brief look at one of those projects.  So here we are in Nov. 2016 working to continue to move this initiative forward.



2 Task-based Approach

Clear roles and responsibilities

Individual steps into a  
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even if individual 
leaves
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The Role Culture

Good quality work
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Slow decision-making and change
Lacks flexibility

Chains of command
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Presentation Notes
If you were at the conference in NY, hopefully these next two slides will look somewhat familiar.  Lucas Welter’s presentation on organizational cultures included this information.  Lucas shared the 4 cultures most often associated with volunteer organizations.  This comes from a book by Charles Handy, Understanding Voluntary Organizations written in the late 80s.  We are going to look at the two cultures that best represent to the traditional way we have done things at AFS and also the direction we would like to move. The Role Culture…is an organization with clear roles and responsibilities.  The first graphic on the right is how Lucas presented this culture.  Each person has a position, arranged in a hierarchy, with clear chains of communications.  Another graphic depiction might be a building supported by columns.  Each column or ‘role’ has a specific role to play in keeping the building up.  At AFS we might consider this column hosting, this column sending, etc.The advantages of this sort of culture include well-defined structure, everyone knows their place.  The disadvantage though is that he structure lacks flexibility, making decision making and change very slow.



The Task Culture2
Job and project-oriented
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Presentation Notes
The 2nd culture we are going to take a look at is the Task Culture.  The task culture, instead of being based in roles, is job or project-oriented.  An illustration of this culture might look like a net or a grid.  It is our pool of volunteers or resources who come together to complete a job or project, and then go back to the grid if you will, until becoming part of another job or project.Examples…click click clickLast bullet…so the organization is very flexible.  Project groups can be re-formed, abandoned or continued.Advantages – The advantage to this sort of organizational structure includes improved efficiency.  The team is assembled based on the project at hand and the expertise of the resources or volunteers and you don’t have the hierarchy of the role culture to navigate.Disadvantages – On the flip side, the disadvantage is that moving to this type of structure may challenge established positions of authority.  Maybe we have heard about volunteers, in other teams, who have held their position for ions and are reluctant to let go of some of the responsibility or delegate.  But the task culture isn’t getting rid of leadership positions…but just changing up the way the leader (who may just be a leader for a specific project) is interacting with the team.



1. Task usually refers to a clearly defined piece of 
work, sometimes of short or limited duration, 
assigned to or expected of a person.

Task   Define Task at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/task

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So those are the two different cultures.  Now let’s drill down a little deeper in to this idea of a task-based approach.  We can start by looking at the definition of a task…So if you google task, here is one of the definitions that might pop up.  Three things should stand out…click, clearly defined…click, limited duration…click, assigned.  So in or mind-mapping exercise, the picture with all the post-its, we were trying to break down the work we do into these clearly defined tasks with a limited durations that would be completed by a staff or volunteer.If you are a visual person, here is a visual depiction of tasks. There is a description of work, with a limited duration, that can be assigned to an individual or project team.  Now ‘assigned’ is word a little more appropriate for our corporate cousins…here at AFS, we will speak about ‘recruiting’ volunteers for the various tasks.Experts on task-based leadership like to debate what the time range should be for a task…and the general rule of thumb…which will obviously have some exceptions…is that a task should be between 1-2 weeks.  If something will take less than a week to complete, maybe consider combining it with other tasks.  And if it will take more that 2 weeks to complete, consider breaking it down more.



2 Task Management Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As projects grow, so do the number of tasks.So now the question is…How do we get started when so often our list of tasks often looks something like this…



Capture
Clarify

Organize
Reflect
Engage

Collect ideas

Define specific actions

Group and prioritize

Review frequently

Recruit resources

Getting Things Done2
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GTD
Productivity Model
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2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well we are going to start by channeling the guru of productivity and task-management – David Allen.  He is probably best known for his book Getting Things Done:  the art of stress-free productivity, where he outlines his Getting Things Done method of productivity, which in management circles is often just referred to as the GTD method.  The GTD method includes FIVE pillars – Capture, Clarify, Organize, Reflect and Engage.  Capture – Collect Ideas…anything that you desire to get accomplishedClarify – Get specific about how you are going to get it done.Organize – Group common tasks together and prioritizeReflect – Frequently review.  Priorities might change and adjustments might need to be made.Engage – Get to work.  For area teams, this would mean recruit the volunteer resources to accomplish the goal.And because at AFS we are typically working in teams of volunteers, we are going to add two more – 1)Track Progress and 2) Celebrate Completion. When you have multiple individuals or volunteers working together in a team, it is important to be able to track the overall progress.  And we feel it is also important, at the completion of a project, to celebrate the accomplishments.If you are interested in this, you don’t need to read the book, just google David Allen or Getting Things Done, and there are plenty of articles about this method on the Internet.So how do we apply this to what we do as volunteers.We have taken these ideas and simplified it into some easy to remember steps to success…click.��



Steps to Success2

3 Track Progress 

1 Define Tasks

2 Recruit Volunteers

4 Celebrate Achievements
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Presentation Notes
The 1st step is to Define the Task.  This includes capturing what needs to be done, and organizing the work.  Use host family orientation as an example of a project.  One task would be securing a venue.  Another task would be preparing and printing hand-out materials.  Another task would be sending out an invite to the prospective host families.  And if your team is like my area team, another task would definitely involve bringing snacks.  The 2nd step is to organize the project team, recruit volunteers.  Remember our grid or net in the task culture model?  Volunteers step up to complete one or more of the tasks required to get the project done.The 3rd step is to track the progress of the project.  On any project, it is important to know how you are doing, and if any adjustments are necessary to meet the deadlines or deliverables.And finally the 4th step is to celebrate achievements.  So define the tasks, recruit volunteers, track the progress, and celebrate achievements.Okay, so starting with #1, at AFS 99% of the time, tasks are going to fall into two categories.  



Types of Tasks2

Special Project Tasks
Project or team specific
Collaborative
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●

●

●
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Core Activity Tasks1
Pre-defined
Predictable
Often compliance-driven

●

●

●

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Core activity tasks relate to those activities fundamental to the delivery of our programs.  These tasks kind of stay inside the box.  They’ll come straight from Hosting, Sending, Support or Volunteer Development.  They will be fairly consistent in the manner in which they are completed from one team to another – because they are often driven by compliance or other AFS standards.The mind-mapping work the volunteers did at the 2014 meeting in NY dealt primarily with identifying as many of our core activity tasks as possible across our different program And we are going to look at some examples on the next page, but can anyone think of an activity that sounds like a core activity task.On the other side of things, Special Project Tasks are associated with more unique projects or work.  These would be things that teams collaborate on outside of kind of the mainstream tasks.  Can anyone think of what we might classify as a special project task?



2
Conduct a Host Family Interview

Organize a school presentation

Document a Monthly Contact

School Appreciation
Coordinate and deliver school appreciation gifts

Hosting
Sending
Support

Task Examples … 



2 Keep it Simple

with a team email

Define1
Recruit2
Track3
Celebrate4 as a team

with a simple list
(Excel spreadsheets works great!)

right on the spreadsheet
(maybe share with a Google Doc)
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So this approach might be different than what we are doing now.  But it doesn’t have to be difficult or complicated, and doesn’t require sophisticated program or apps to work in this manner.  In fact, it is possible to keep it simple…real simple.Recall our 4 steps to success.  Defining the tasks can be as simple as creating a list.  Or if you want to get fancy, an excel spreadsheet works great.Recruiting volunteers can happen with a team email.  You can track progress right on the list or spreadsheet, or use a google doc to share with others.And then celebrate as a team however you see fit.



3 Pilot Project
Sharing a Team’s Experience

Organize host family recruiting 
activities…achieve 35% volunteer 
participation across 10 school districts.

Hosting Season Kick-off Campaign
GOAL & 
Desired 

Outcome

1Coordinate a ‘Pay it Forward’ request to host families
2Coordinate email blasts in school districts that fill quickly 
3Post a hosting flyer
4Post hosting blurb on social media
5 Distribute hosting flyers in targeted neighborhoods
6 Tap into a sport or activity of one of our hosted students
7 Connect with a community organization
8 Organize a hosting event



4 Small Group Activity



4 Small Group
Collaborations
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Appreciation 
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Community 
Connections 

Campaign

Group C
Returnee 

Re-Connect 
Event
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School Appreciation EventYour Area Team wants to improve school relations. It is planning a School Appreciation Campaign that will be rolled out in the spring.  The team wans to thank and recognize those school administrations and/or teachers who have consistently supported AFS programs.  They also want to reach out and build relations with other schools and teachers who are maybe new to AFS this year. Your challenge is to: 1)      Identify eight tasks that volunteers could help with2)      Decide how you might evaluate success 3)      Propose an end-of-project celebrationCommunity Connections CampaignYour area team wants to grow relations with like-minded groups in your community. It is particularly interested in building relations with groups that could help with annual hosting and sending outreach efforts. It is planning a Community Connections Campaign that will take place in the spring. The team wants to thank and recognize groups that have helped AFS in the past while also reaching out to new community groups. The team would also like to create a directory with the contact information of all the groups so that this information is accessible and available to volunteers.  Your challenge is to: 1)      Identify eight tasks that volunteers could help with2)      Decide how you might evaluate success 3)      Propose an end-of-project celebrationReturnee Re-Connect EventAlthough there are lots of adult-aged AFS Returnees living in your team’s geographic area, only a handful of them are actually involved with AFS volunteer activities.  Your team has decided to organize a Returnee Re-Connect Event.  The goals is to re-energize the returnees about the AFS mission, create an identify for the group, and work towards ways this can collectively contribute, with or without becoming a registered volunteer.  Your challenge is to: 1)      Identify eight tasks that volunteers could help with2)      Decide how you might evaluate success 3)      Propose an end-of-project celebration



Questions?
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